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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-01AS(anchor point)
BM012-01AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 500-1000mm,suitable for
the door weight of 25-45kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:132mmx19mm
180-200
Frame

Frame

Door

19
37

Door

132

55

Round Door Closer
BM111-02AS(anchor point)
BM112-02AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 500-1000mm,suitable for
the door weight of 25-45kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:132mmx19mm
180-200
Frame

Frame

Door

55

19
37

Door

132

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-03AS(anchor point)
BM012-03AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:162mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
41

Door

162

63

Round Door Closer
BM011-04AS(anchor point)
BM012-04AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:162mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

63

19
41

Door

162

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-05AS(anchor point)
BM012-05AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 900-1300mm,suitable for
the door weight of 60-80kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:188mmx19mm
250-280
Frame

Frame

Door

19
44

Door

188

67

Round Door Closer
BM111-06AS(anchor point)
BM112-06AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 900-1300mm,suitable for
the door weight of 60-80kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:188mmx19mm
250-280
Frame

Frame

Door

67

19
44

Door

188

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Double Spring Door Closer
BM211-07AS(anchor point)
BM212-07AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1100mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:132mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
37

Door

132

55

Double Spring Door Closer
BM211-08AS(anchor point)
BM212-08AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1100mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:132mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

55

19
37

Door

132

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-09AS(anchor point)
BM012-09AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 900-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-75kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:162mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
41

Door

162

63

Hexaonal Door Closer
BM012-10AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 1000-2000mm,suitable for
the door weight of 80-110kg
No anchor point of 180°
Distance:229mmx19mm

280-320
Frame

Frame

Door

75

19
51

Door

229

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-11AS(anchor point)
BM012-11AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:165mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
37

Door

165

55

Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-12AS(anchor point)
BM012-12AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-60kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:162mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

65

19
37

Door

162

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Door closer with back check funtion
BM312-13AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 800-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-75kg
No anchor point of 180°
Distance:165mmx19mm

220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
43

Door

165

63

Door closer with back check funion
BM412-14AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 900-1800mm,suitable for
the door weight of 50-90kg
No anchor point of 180°
Distance:168mmx19mm

250-280
Frame

Frame

Door

66

19
44

Door

168

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Three fast side back
BM411-15AS(anchor point)
BM412-15AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 900-1300mm,suitable for
the door weight of 60-90kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:188mmx19mm
260-300
Frame

Frame

Door

19
42

Door

188

71

Three fast side back
BM411-16AS(anchor point)
BM412-16AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 500-100mm,suitable for
the door weight of 60-90kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:188mmx19mm
260-300
Frame

Frame

Door

71

19
46

Door

188

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hexagonal Door Closer
BM011-17AS(anchor point)
BM012-17AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 600-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-65kg
With a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°
and no anchor point of 180°
Distance:166mmx19mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

19
42

Door

166

60

Triangle Door Closer
BM512-18AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 800-1100mm,suitable for
the door weight of 45-65kg
No anchor point of 180°
Distance:201mmx19mm

220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

48

19
43

Door

201

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Quadrangle Door Closer
BM611-19AS(anchor point)
BM612-19AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 500-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 30-65kg
No anchor point of 180°another aluminum
accessory needed for anchor point of 90°
Distance:60mmx38mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

38

Door

60

40

Quadrangle Door Closer
BM611-20AS(anchor point)
BM612-20AS(no anchor point)
The max width of door is 500-1200mm,suitable for
the door weight of 30-65kg
No anchor point of 180°another aluminum
accessory needed for anchor point of 90°
Distance:100mmx12mm
220-250
Frame

Frame

Door

40

12

Door

100

The adjustable section of closing speed is 180°-20°the adjustable section of locking is 20°-0°
The painting plastic moving arm can protect from eroding: the excellent closing can protect from
oil leakage
Super aluminum alloy casting machine and the three layers of brightness painting will protect it
from oxygenation
Two hydraulic pressure valves control two sections of door closing separetely the speed of
locking have been control by the whole section of hydraulic pressure
The high-carbon steel axis and rack work smart and less transﬁgure after being managed
through high channel adjusting
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DOOR CLOSER
Hidden Square Door Closer
BM711-21AS(anchor point)

460

30

69.3

3

9

3

BM712-21AS(no anchor point)

23.5

18

231

30.5

21.5

Suitable for unilateral door the maximum reference door plank size: 1100x2100mm with standing door
weight of 35-60kg, with a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°and no anchor point of 180°

Hidden Square Door Closer
BM711-22AS(anchor point)

458

30

65

3

9

3

BM712-22AS(no anchor point)

18
30.5

220

30.5

31.5

Suitable for unilateral door the maximum reference door plank size: 1100x2100mm with standing door
weight of 35-60kg, with a function of stopping at anchor point of 90°and no anchor point of 180°
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DOOR CLOSER
Three Square Adjusting Door Closer
BM711-23AS(anchor point)

460

30

69.3

3

9

3

BM712-23AS(no anchor point)

18

23.5

231

28

21.5

Suitable for unilateral door the maximum reference door plank size: 1100x2100mm with standing door
weight of 35-60kg
Characteristic: only 28mm cast body thickness and three sections of speed

Door closer has different advanced functions for your reference
Finish available:

90°Hold-open function: door can keep standstill when door is open at 90°
Closing&latching continuous adjustment: the fastest closing in 3 seconds from 90°
while the slow closing in more than 40 seconds

Cream-coloured

Silvery white

Light gray

Silvery black

Golden

Silvery coffee

Brown

Grey

Pale yellow

Pale green

Silvery coffee

Silvery black

Bronze

Silvery balack

Buffer function: door closer can create resistance to avoid to avoid to much forces
while opening the door to hit the wall; resistance is adjustable
Delayed closing function: between 180°-65°,preset by the factory is 20 seconds
which can be easily changed to 1 second to facilitate the senior and the disabled.
Closing force adjustment function: closing force is decided by the doors of different
size and weight; this kind of door closer can be adjusted to the min closing force to
reduce the resistance and facilitate the senior and disabled.
Latching speed
adjustment

Closing speed
adjustment

Closing speed
adjustment

Latching speed
adjustment

ANGLE RANGE OF EACH FUNCTION:

Latching speed
controlled range
Buffer angle range
Closing speed range
Delayed closing range
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